
Winemaking  Notes:  

Dark rich fruits, mulberry, dark cherry and plum with secondary savoury 
notes of prune, baking spices and clove.A wine that can be put down and 
comes into its own by decanting  An electric, eccentric and eclectic wine 
with a full gamut of notes to tickle the taste buds and stimulate the senses. 
The vineyard, the year and the winemaking has led to wine 
of incredible richness, complexity and flavour. 

Soil: Gravelly loam 
Variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon   
Vineyard:  Yallingup, Margaret River 
Quantity: 50 doz produced  
Closure; Diam cork and hand wax  
Filtration/Fining: No filtration, No fining  
Certification: Certified organic & biodynamic grapes (Demeter) 
RRP: $75  

    

2020 L.A.S. Vino Cabernet Sauvignon  

A wine that has taken five years of thought and a tireless search for the right vineyard. A wine that expresses 
the essence and beauty of Margaret River while providing something new to the landscape. We wanted to 
create a truly unique Cabernet or nothing at all. 

Our thired vintage of this wine. Working with a distinctive vineyard from Yallingup. A certified 
organic and biodynamic site at the northern end of the cape. For the previous few years the 
vineyard had been completely unkept and unpruned with no trellising. The vines sprawl 
everywhere; as pigs, geese, guineafowl and cows roam free. The site faces north with a little creek 
running through the middle of the vineyard. Native flowers and plants grow under the rows with 
no herbicides or pesticides sprayed. It is one of the only certified biodynamic vineyards in the 
region and was one of the first to receive demeter certification. 

The fruit was hand picked and cooled, followed by bunch and berry sorting by hand. 
This led to to an almost black cavier apparence of fruit in the fermenters.  The fruit 
was naturally fermented as whole berries in large format barriques for 20-30 days. 
Plunged by hand and left to ferment at ambient cellar temperature with skins and 
seeds for 20-30 days prior to pressings direct to barrel. 

Do to the extremely low yeilds from this vineyard in 2020 we only manged to pick one 
tonne of fruit from this vineyard and hence were only able to make one 500L barrel 
of wine. The wine matured for 16 months prior to hand bottling with no fining 
nor filtration direct from barrel. 600 bottles produced.  


